Is the Billable Hour a Double-Edged Sword for Mid-Market Firms?

The billable hour can give mid-market firms an advantage when competing against Big Law because of the lower hourly rates, but not so when up against their peers. Moving away from it can be profitable for certain matters. But there are risks too.
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Editor's note: this is the first of a two-part series on the billable hour and mid-market firms. The first part looks at whether it provides an advantage for midsize firms or whether they should consider moving away from it. The second part will look at how they can move away from it, and address the topic with clients.

The billable hour gets knocked around, criticized, its death predicted, only to continue on, and while the discussion of doing away with it usually centers on large law firms, it's a subject mid-market firms need to wrestle with too.

Should midsize firms move away from the billable hour? Given how diverse the mid-market and its client base are, it's not surprising that when talking to firm leaders or consultants, there's no clear consensus.
But in a highly competitive legal market, everything is on the table, even if many managing partners are quick to say "It's not going anywhere." And there are clearly advantages – and potential dangers – to changing.

**The Advantage... and the Trap**

One of the things that complicates things for mid-market firms – and can be an incentive to stick with the billable hour – is the comparison of their hourly billing rates against large law firms, which can show a very stark value proposition.

Courtney Paulk, president of Hirschler (https://www.hirschlerlaw.com/), a 77-lawyer firm based in Richmond, Virginia, said her firm’s lower hourly rate helps them go after work pursued by big firms.

“Given our cost structure, Hirschler’s hourly rates are consistently lower than our large firm competitors; standing toe-to-toe on talent, this pricing advantage allows us to compete effectively for sophisticated work,” Paulk wrote in an email in response to questions.

Legal consultant Marcie Borgal Shunk, president and founder of the Tilt Institute (https://www.thetiltinstitute.com/), said midsize firms absolutely use the price difference to their advantage.

If firms can say “I’m this caliber of lawyer and you get me at $600 an hour versus $1,200 an hour,” Shunk said, that can be a powerful statement.

Patrick Fuller, vice president of ALM Intelligence (https://www.alm.com/intelligence/solutions-we-provide/business-of-law-solutions/legal-compass/) (a division of ALM, which also owns the Mid-Market Report), said that while many mid-market firms use the billable hour as an advantage, it does have its drawbacks.

“It can also work against firms, as the mindset that ‘they aren’t very expensive, so they may not be as good,’ does still exist,” Fuller wrote in an email.

But because mid-market firms are often competing with similar-sized peers as well as Am Law 200 firms, it can be tricky—something that James Goodnow, president and managing partner of Fennemore Craig (https://www.fclaw.com/), a 190-lawyer-plus Mountain West firm based in Arizona, pointed out.

“The billable hour is a double-edged sword for mid-market firms,” Goodnow wrote in an email. “A typical mid-market firm will have average rates that are significantly lower that an Am Law 100 firm, but mid-market firms are not always competing against Big Law; they are often competing against other mid-market firms or smaller boutique firms with rates that are just as low if not lower. So, mid-market firms better offer more than lower rates if they want to land new business.”

Paulk echoed those sentiments.

“Mid-market firms like Hirschler enjoy the same advantage; competing with these peers, we must differentiate ourselves on more than price,” she wrote. “The value we offer comes from our commitment to offering legal excellence with business efficiency.”
Joel Carpenter, the managing partner of Sullivan & Worcester (https://www.sullivanlaw.com/), a 136-lawyer firm based in Boston, said that while his firm’s rates provided an advantage when competing against Big Law, it wasn’t a gigantic discount.

“The real advantage,” he said, was in the billing – the hours and the efficiency.

“We’re a bigger billing advantage,” he said. “When we’re competing against Big Law, we might have a rate advantage of charging 85% of what their rate is, but our bill is 60% of their bill.

“We don’t have the same leverage. We’re more efficient, so our billing hours are substantially lower. We see it and we articulate it.”

He said that when it comes to competing against other mid-market firms, “we compete more on sophistication.”

If you’re always competing on price, it’s “a race to the bottom,” Carpenter said.

Move Away from the Billable Hour?

When asked if mid-market firms should move away from the billable hour, Shunk said: “Yes and no.”

Many mid-market clients aren’t demanding alternative fee arrangements, though larger clients are, she said.

But there are clear advantages for midsize firms that can do work other than via the billable hour, she said.

“If you can handle the high-volume work under an AFA, you can increase profitability,” she said, because you’re essentially repeating processes. “If you’re delivering efficiently, you can increase profitability.”

Goodnow had a stronger view of the need for midsize firms to experiment with fee arrangements other than the billable hour.

“Mid-market firms need to be aggressive about using alternative fee arrangements, but only if they have the tools to price them correctly,” he wrote. “Firms will lose their shirt if they price flat-rates, blended rates, contingent fees, or other alternative fees without understanding the cost of producing the services.”

Fuller said there are many factors to consider when looking at whether mid-market firms should move away from the billable hour.

He said it was a tough question, with no definitive answer. Some practice areas and matters “are more conducive to the various alternative fee arrangements, he said.

Fuller said firms need to look at their internal structures when considering the issue. “The attorney compensation structure of the firm is often an issue that needs to adjusted,” Fuller wrote in an email. “Leverage and timekeeper resources are a factor as well, and in some instances, so are the outside counsel guidelines and the level of enforcement by each client.

“Ultimately, many buyers of legal services are looking for consistency and predictability with regard to their outside counsel fees.”
Carpenter sounded skeptical about firms doing away with the billable hour.

“Everybody talks about it, but nobody actually does it,” he said.

But that doesn’t mean his firm doesn’t use AFAs. Carpenter did say that his firm is accepting more contingency work, mostly in litigation.

“When a client raises AFAs, they’re looking to get the work done at a lower rate,” he said. “[General counsel] are working towards a budget, driven by internal pressures [and they need predictability.]

“How do you balance that? Depends on the circumstances. In the best AFAs, you share some risk and some benefits.”

Paulk pointed out that the variety of clients mid-market firms have is a factor.

“Mid-market firms tend to serve a broader range of clients in terms of size and sophistication, making a ‘one size’ approach to pricing less practical – if not impossible,” she wrote. “Client comfort plays a significant role in pricing, and in our experience, many mid-market clients are more at ease with the traditional model.

“For both the client and the firm, alternative fees arrangements are most successful where the scope or volume of work is both predictable and well defined.”
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